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DVS Lip Classification

G2N2

Lightweight Event Stream Classification 

with GRU Graph Neural Networks

Event Stream Processing

Fig 1. Sparse Graph vs Dense frames. 

Event streams are asynchronous in nature, each event containing precise timing

information. Legacy processing flows for such data include collapsing back events

to frames which degrades inherent data sparsity and timing contained in events.

Asynchronous Event Graph 

Neural Network

Fig 4. Comparing GNN and CNN 

feature extraction at iso-parameter 

for DVS Lip event stream 

classifiaction

Applying Event Graph Neural Network in real time requires asynchronous

update. Looking for neighbors in a ball around each event in (x,y,t) 3D space is

not an efficient search scheme.

Hemi-spherical Update Graph (HUG)
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Graph data structure maintains precise timing, involving data sharing and

computation only at nodes and edges. Machine learning techniques were adapted to

perform Graph Processing.

Fig 2. Gconv uses flat kernel to perform node projection and average function

for message passing. More complex B-Spline based layer modulates message 

passing using edge coordinates.

Fig 3. Asynchronous update of an Event Graph using Fully-spherical update

Graph building

For each new event:
i. Update all edges in search volume
ii. Reapply GNN layer k for hop k
iii. Wait rt * L until final prediction

Fig 4. Asynchronous update of an Event Graph using Hemi-spherical update

For each new event:
i. Define directed edges forwards to new event
ii. Apply GNN to new event only
iii. Make an immediate prediction

Table 1. Comparing asynchronous graph search methods and geometry

Table 2. Comparison of GNN and CNN feature extractor using the same number of 

parameters. Comparison with State of the Art approaches, scores taken from [2-3]

Although classification of event streams relies on the analysis of long term

dependancies, enabling future to past data sharing in the graph layer does not

improve the accuracy and induces compulsory latency. The HUG approach

proves more efficient for classification.

Using the same number of parameters, GNN prove more efficient feature

extractor the CNN both in accuracy and operations to compute in real time.

Compared to State of the Art approaches, G2N2 is up to x146 lighter while

maintaining comparable performances.

Step 1
Node projection

Step 2
Message passing

Similar to CNN, EGNN have a finite field of view and thus cannot integrate long

term dependancies of variable length. Combining GRU tesk head in G2N2

enables processing such patterns.

Fig 5. Graph Feature vanishing through (a) inherent decay in time and (b) 

gaps. Node color represents feature strength in computation
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The event stream from each sample is

converted to Event Frames and Event

Graphs. We design CNN and GNN-based

feature extractor with the same number of

parameters for fair comparison. Extracted

features are then processed with different

task heads and performance compared in

term of accuracy and real time

computational complexity.

We extend the HUG approach tested on

Optical Flow [1] to the classification of

event stream using the DVS Lip dataset [2].
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